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In this paper we will study dynamical systems over Noetherian rings. We
will follow the behavioural approach. We first study two particular cases: au-
tonomous systems and controllable systems. In the first case we will be able to
connect autonomous systems with finitely generated systems. Moreover we will
propose several different concepts of controllability and analyze how they are
connected each other. Finally we will define the concept of state space module.
In this way we will say that the system is realizable if its state module is finitely
generated. The last part of the paper is devoted to the analysis of the properties
that ensure the realizability of the system.
1 Introduction
The strict relationship between system theory and coding theory is something known
from the early 70's. Actually it is easy to see that an encoder for a convolutional
code can be seen as a linear system over a finite field and so much of the knowledge
on the properties of linear systems could be used in the development of convolutional
codes [6].
Since codes over finite fields can be sometimes too restrictive. some researchers
tried to develop a system theory over groups and rings [2, 13, 121 which produced
a number of very interesting results. They showed that many properties of linear
systems over a field hold true also for systems over groups or over rings.
In the last years the behavioural approach to dynamical systems has been the
object of much investigation. Actually, this approach constitutes an alternative
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framework for modelling phenomena that seems to be more effective when there ex-
ists an unclear distinction between causes and effects (see [15]). Also optimal control
techniques and modelling procedures have been proposed based on this approach.
Very recently it has been also realized that the behavioural approach to system
theory is a very useful framework where one can develop a more general theory of
convolutional codes (see [71). Therefore it seems quite interesting to extend this
approach, originally introduced for systems over general fields and in particular over
the real field, to more general structures, such as groups or rings. In [11, 71 it is
shown that many properties of linear systems over fields hold true even for over
noncommutative groups. The most important result in this sense is the fact that
even in this generality it is possible to define a canonical state space group. It is
shown moreover how the state group can be connected with the trellis diagrams of
the convolutional code.
It is clear that the same can be done for systems over a generic ring and that
in this case the state space is a module. The condition that the state space module
is finitely generated is a reasonable requirement. This is similar to the concept of
realizability of a input/output map in the classical input/output approach as defined
in [2, 13, 12].
In this paper we study linear systems over Noetherian rings in the behavioural
approach focusing our attention on the state realizability problem. We first analyze
the properties of two particular kinds of systems: the autonomous systems and the
controllable systems. The main result about autonomous systems is provided by
the theorem showing that there exists a strict relationship between an autonomous
system over a Noetherian domain and a corresponding linear system over the field
of fractions. This seems to give a first extension to the behavioural approach of
the classical Rouchaleau-Kalman-Wyman theorem [2, 13, 12]. Moreover we propose
different concepts of controllability and give the relations existing between them. We
show then that, as for systems over fields, there exists a nice image representation
for controllable systems. We define moreover the concept of controllable subsystem.
Finally, in the last part of the paper, we study the realizability of a linear system
over a Noetherian ring, i.e. when the canonical state space is finitely generated
module.
2 Basic definitions
In this section we will first recall some basic concepts of behavioural theory of
dynamical systems as it has been introduced by Willems in [15] and then we will
introduce some more specific ideas for systems over rings according this approach.
Before we give some notation that will be used in the sequel. In this paper
we will consider only commutative Noetherian rings. For the elementary results of
commutative algebra we will need in this paper awe will refer to [1]. Given a ring
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R, we say that x E R is a zero-divisor in R. if there exists Vy 0 in R such that
xy = 0. If R is a domain, then no nonzero element of R is zero-divisor. With the
symbol R[z, z - 1] we will denote the ring of all Laurent polynomials with coefficients
in R, i.e. the ring of polynomials for which we allow positive and negative powers of
the-indeterminate z. More formally the ring R[z, z- 1] can be considered the ring of
fraction of Rlz ] with respect to the multiplicatively closed set S = {zi : i E M} (see
chapter 3 of 11l). It follows from Hilbert basis theorem and from prop. 7.3 in [1]





where Pi E R and Pi, PL are nonzero. In this case, we denote by deg p the nonnegative
integer L - I. If both the nonzero coefficients pl, PL are not zero-divisors in R, then
p is called normal.
A dynamical system is defined as a triple E = (T, W, B), where T is the time
set, W is the signal alphabet, i.e. the space where the signals take their values and
finally B is a subset of the set WT of all the signals and it describes the dynamics
of the system simply specifying what are the signals that are allowed. In this paper
we will consider a partieular kind of dynamical systems, i.e. linear shift-invariant
systems over rings.
More precisely we will require that
* The time set T is the set of integers Z. Dynamical systems whose time set is
Z are called discrete.
* The signal alphabet W is a finite generated module over a Noetherian ring R.
* On the set of all signals Wz can be introduced a module structure over the
ring R[z, z- 1] of the Laurent polynomials over R as follows:
Both the sum of two signals in Wz and the product of an element of R and a
signal in Wz are done pointwise while for every w E W z we define zhw E Wz
as
(zhw)(t) := w(t + h)
and then we define the product of a Laurent polynomial in Rtz, z - 1] and a
signal in Wz by extending by linearity the previous definitions. More precisely
if p = Z= 1 pizi is a polynomial in Rfz, z-l] and w E W z , then
L
(pw)(t) = Zpiw(t + i).
i=1
We will require that the behaviour is a R[z, z-1 ] submodule of W Z.
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In case that R is a field. we obtain the linear shift-invariant systems as they have
been introduced by Willems.
An important property of linear shift-invariant systems that is useful to consider
is the completness.
Definition 1 Let E = (Z, W, B) be any dynamical system. Then
1. E is complete if
w E B X wI, E B31 for all finite I S 2.
2. E is L-complete with L E N if
W E 1B wll E B13t,t+L) for all t E Z.
3. E is strongly complete if E is L-complete for some L E h.
It is clear that a complete linear shift-invariant system is fixed by the countable
family of finitely generated R-submodules B 11-n,n1 C W 2n+l for n = 0, 1, 2,... while
if E is a L-complete linear shift-invariant system, then it is fixed by the finitely
generated R-submodule BI[0,LI C WL+ I.
As shown in [15], for linear shift-invariant systems over fields completeness and
strongly completeness are equivalent. This assertion can be generalized for systems
over rings whose signal alphabet W is a module satisfying the descending chain
condition. Examples of such modules are given by the finite modules. The proof of
this equivalence is essentially similar to the one given in [141 for systems over fields.
Proposition 1 Let E = (Z, W, B) be a linear shift-invariant complete system over a
ring R. If the module W satisfies the descending chain condition, then E is strongly
complete.
Proof Consider the modules
Mn := {w(n): w e B3 Wlluo,n-11 = 0}.
It is clear that M 1 2 M2 D M 3 D ... and so there exists N E ND such that
MN = MN+1 = MN+2 = - .... We want to show that E is N-complete. To this
pourpose it is enough to show that if wllt,t+Nl E BI[t,t+NI for all t = 0, 1,..., n, then
we have that wI[o,n+Nl E Bio[0,n+NI
.
We show this by induction on n. For n = 0 this is
true. Suppose that the assertion is true for n- I and suppose that wlIt,t+NI E Bt[t,t+N!
for all t = 0,1,..., n. Then, by induction, we have that Wl[O,n+N-11 E Bl[0,n+N-l 1 and
so there exists wl E B such that wll[O,n+N-11 = WlIO,n+N-11. On the other hand, since
Wl[n,n+Nl E Biln,n+Nl, then there exists w2 E B such that W21[n,n+Nl = WIln,n+NI. Let
w' := w2 - Wl E B. Then Wl[n+Nll = 0. Since MN = MN+n, then there exists
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uii E B such that fwI0o,n+N-1l = 0 and i(n + N) = w'(n + N). Let w" := wl + z E B.
Then W0fo,n+N-l1 = WlIIO,n+N-11 = wlIo,n+N-11 and w"(n + N) = wl(n + N) + tD(n +
N) = wt(n + N) + w'(n + N) = wi(n + N) + w 2(n + N) - wl(n + N) = w2(n + N).
We can argue that wI 0,o n+NI = WllO,n+Nl and so WIIO,n+Ni E BlO,n+N].
Completeness and strongly completeness are not equivalent in general even for
systems over the principal ideal domain 2, as shown in [4].
3 Finitely generated and autonomous systems
In this section we want to study the properties of a particular class of linear shift-
invariant systems, i.e. the linear shift-invariant system whose behaviour is a finitely
generated R-submodule of WZ. First we show that this kind of systems admit a
very nice representation that is a state space representation.
Suppose that E = (Z, W, B) is a finitely generated linear shift-invariant system
andlet {Wl,..., w,n} be a family of generators of the finitely generated R-module B.
Then for every generator wi we have that zwi E B and so there exist ail, . . ., ai, E R
such that
- ZWi = ailwl + '+ -ainwn.
Consequently, if we define the matrix A E RnX n as A := {aij)ijj=l, then we have
that
Z[wl wnl =[w1 ...- wn,] A.
Note that A must be invertible and so det A is a unit in R.
Let w be any signal in t3. Then
W = alwl +.+= + -n =W ...- Wn, I o,
where xo := [at,..., an T E Rn. For all t E Z we have that
w(t) = (ztw)(O) =wt ... wnA,4txo)(O) = [w(0) 1( wn(O)lAtxo
= CAtxo,
where we denote C := [wl(0) .. w,(O0) I E WIXn. Therefore we have shown that
E = (Z, W, B) is a finitely generated linear shift-invariant system if and only if for
some n E N there exist an invertible A E R nXn and C E W Lxn such that
B = {w E W Z : 3xo E Rn, w(t) = CAtxo, Vt E )}. (1)
In other words, all finitely generated linear shift-invariant systems admit a repre-
sentation of the following kind:
x(t + 1) = Ax(t)
w(t) = Cx(t) '
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where x E (Rn)z.
The concept of autonomous system plays a central role in the description of finite
dimensional systems over fields. This concept have been introduced in [15] in the
general behavioural framework. We will give also a symmetric version of it.
Definition 2 Let E = (2, IV, 13) be a linear shift-invariant system over R. Then
1. E is autonomous if
w E 3, w(_,Ol 0
=
w = 0.
2. 2 is symmetrically autonomous if
wE 1, w l(_,0 1 =0 =O w =0
and
wE 13, w[lO,+o) = O W = 0.
We have distinguished two different concepts of autonomous systems since they
are not equivalent in general. The following proposition shows that if R is Noetherian
and the system strongly complete, then the two concepts coincides. Moreover it
clarifies the relation between finitely generated systems and autonomous systems.
Proposition 2 Let R be a Noetherian ring and E = (2, W, 3) be a linear shift-
invariant system. Then the following facts are equivalent:
1. E is finitely generated.
2. E is symmetrically autonomous and strongly complete.
3. E is autonomous and strongly complete.
Proof (1=--3) Since E is finitely generated, it admits the representation (1). We
want to show now that E is n - 1-complete. Let p E R[z, z-'] be the characteristic
polynomial of the matrix A. Then p = Po + p1Z + .. + p,zn, with Po, Pn invertible
elements in R and by Caley-Hamilton theorem it is easy to see that
B := {w E W z : pw = 01} D B.
It is clear that Y = (2, W, B) is n-complete. Suppose that Wllt,t+n) E 13 1[t,t+n) for all
t E 2. Then wlIt,t+n) E Bllt,t+n) for all t E Z and so w E 13. Since Wl[o,n) E BJlon),
there exists w' E 13 such that w'n) = W10 ,n). Let 6 := w' - w. Then 6 E 13 and
610O,n) = 0. It is easy to verify that, since po, pn are invertible, this implies that 6 = 0
and so w = w' E B Suppose that w E B and that wl(_-,Ol = 0. Then w E B and
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so pw = 0. Then it is easy to see that this implies that w must be zero and so
E = (Z, W, B) is autonomous.
(3=2) Let
Mk := {WlIL,ol E W + 1I : lIk,+oo) = 0. W E B).
Since for all k E M we have Mk C_ Mk+l, then there exists T E N such that MT
MT+1 = MT+2 = "'. Suppose now that there exists w E B such that wl[T,+oo) = 0.
If we show that this implies that w(T- 1) = 0, then we are done. In these hypotheses
we have that WI[-L,OI E MT. Let w' := z- 1w. Then Wf'iLo,I E MT+1 = MT
and so there exists w" E B such that WILOJ = WILO and WUfT+oo) = 0. Let
:= w" - w' E B. Since 611-L,o 1 = 0, then by L-completeness we have that 6 E Wz
such that I(-oo1l = 0 and 6 -L,+oo) = -L,+o) is in B and since E is autonomous,
then 6 = 0. We can argue that 6I-L,+oo) = 0 and that w(T-1) = w'(T) = w"(T) = 0.
(2=1) Suppose that E is symmetrically autonomous and L-complete. Consider the
R-homomorphism
I: ·B - WL: W - WIIO,L-1.-
It is easy to see that this homomorphism is injective. Actually, suppose that w E B
and that wl[o,L_11 = 0. Then, by L-completness, we have that there exists w E B
such that fil(-o,L-11 = 0 and DlltL,+o) = WIIL,+,,). We argue that ii = 0 and so
wliL,+oo) = 0. Consequently we have that w = 0. Now, since 4 is injective, we have
that B is isomorphic to a submodule of WL and so it is Noetherian (by prop. 6.7 in
[1).
We will show now another useful characterization ensuring that a linear shift-
invariant system E = (Z, W, B) is finitely generated. This is connected with the
ideal
Ann(B) := {p E Rjz, z-11 : pw = 0, V w fE t},
of R[z, z- l.
Proposition 3 Let R be a Noetherian ring and E = (E, IV, B) be a linear shift-
invariant system. Then E is finitely generated if and only if Ann(B) contains a
normal polynomial.
Proof Suppose first that E is finitely generated. Then it admits the representation
(1). Let p = E=Opizi be the characteristic polynomial of A. Then by the Caley-
Hamilton theorem (see [101) we have that p(A) = 0 and so it is easy to see that
p E Ann(B). Since p is a characteristic polynomial of a matrix, then p, = 1.
Moreover, since A is invertible. then it is easy to see that also pn = det A is invertible.
Hence p is a normal polynomial.
Suppose conversely that p E Ann(B) and that p is normal, i.e.
P = piZ + PI+Izl + 1 + *.*.* + pLL-1 P ZL
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where both pj, p are not zero-divisors in R. Then it can be seen that B := {w E
Wz : pw = 0} is a finitely generated R-module containing B. Actually, consider
the map
B _- W L - I: W ~ Wl[l,L ).
It is easy to see that it is an R homomorphism and that this homomorphism is
injective. Suppose that 1((w) = 0. Then, since w E B, then it satisfies the difference
equation
plw(t + l) + pl+lw(t + I + 1) + . + PLlw(t + L -1) + PLw(t + L) = O, Vt E .
If we apply this equation for t = 0 and we exploit the fact that w(l) = w(l + 1) =
·.. = w(L - 1) = 0 and that Pi, pi are not zero-divisors in R, then we argue that
w(L) = 0. We can repeat the same kind of argument, and using induction we see
that w(t) = 0 for all t > i. In the same way we can prove that w(t) = 0 for all t < I
and so w = 0. By prop. 6.3 of [11 we have that £3 and so also B are Noetherian and
so are finitely generated over R.
If R is a domain, the equivalent characterization of the previous proposition
become more simple as shown in the following proposition whose proof is a direct
consequence of the previous proposition.
Proposition 4 Let R be a Noetherian domain and E = (Z, W, B) be a linear shift-
invariant system. Then E is finitely generated if and only if Ann(B) # {0}.
Let R be a domain and F its field of fractions. Suppose moreover that W := R q,
for some q E M. If E = (Z, R q, B) is a linear shift-invariant system, define the system
Se = (Z, Fq, Be) as follows:
Be = {aW E(Fq)Z : aE FF, wEB},
and let ce = (Z, Fq , Be) be the system such that Bce= CP(Be) is the completion
of Be, i.e. CP(Be) is the smallest complete behaviour containing Be. More explicitly
if E = (Z, W, B) is a linear shift-invariant system we define
CP(Be) = (w E WZ : wll E B11, for all finite I C_ }.
We will call Se and ECe field extension and complete field extension of E respectively.
It is clear that Se and ,,c are linear shift-invariant systems on the field F and that
SE is also complete and can be studied using all the techniques that are available
for these kind of dynamical systems (see [15]). Therefore it is useful to connect
properties of the system E with the properties its field extensions. For finitely
generated dynamical systems this is provided by the following theorem, that seems
to have some connections with the classical Rouchaleau-Kalman-Wyman theorem
(see [131).
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Theorem 1 Let R be a Noetherian domain. E = (2, Rq, B) be linear shift-invariant
system, Se = (Z, Fq , Be) be its field extension and Ce = (Z, F q , Bce) be its complete
field extension. Then the following facts are equivalent:
1. E is finitely generated.
2. Se is finitely generated.
3. ce is finitely generated.
If one of the previous equivalent conditions holds, then Se = ce.
Proof (1 • 2) If B is generated as an R module by wl,..., w,, then also Be is
generated by wl,..., wn as an F-vector space.
(2 =* 3) By proposition 2, since Be is finitely generated, then it is strongly complete
and so ce = CP(Be) = 1Be.
(3 = 1) If Bce is finitely generated, then, by the previous proposition, Ann(Bce) =
{p E Flz,z'- 1 ] -pf = 0, VtD E Blc} 4 {O}. Let p be a nonzero element of Ann(Be).
Then there exists a E R suich that p = ap E R[z, z-'} and so p E Ann(B). By
proposition 4 we argue that E is finitely generated. ·
If we suppose that the linear shift-invariant system E = (Z, R q, B) is L-complete,
then there exists a efficient way for checking if E is finitely generated when the ring
R is a domain, using the previous theorem. First note that in general if E is L-
complete, then Ec is L + 1-complete. Actually, since >ce is complete, then, as shown
by Willems, it is strongly complete and so I-complete for some I E N. If I < L + 1,
then ce is also L + 1-complete. Suppose that 1 > L + 1 and consider a trajectory it
in (Fq)z such that illt,t+L} E Bce3lt,t+L} = LBeIlt,t+L] for all t E Z. Then for all t there
exists rt E R such that rtwllt,t+Ll E B[lt,t+Le. Let ft := rtrt+l ... rt+ lL. Then by L
completeness of E it can be seen that tiillt,t+ll E 3Blt,t+l] and so wl[t,t+l] E 8ceIlt,t+1l]
By the I-completeness we have that fv E Bce.
Now, since E and ,ce are L + 1-complete, then they are completely described
by the finite generated submodule M := BI[o,L+ll of R(L+2)q and the subspace
V := BeltO,L+11 of F(L+2)q, respectively. It is easy to see that
V = {am: a E F, m E M}.
Therefore a basis of V is easily computable from a set of generators of M and
from this basis we can obtain a kernel representation of Ace, i.e. we can compute a
polynomial matrix N E F[z, z-l]9q such that
Be, = ker N := {w e (Fq)z : Nw = 0).
Since (see [151) Ece is finitely generated if and only if N is full column rank, then in
this way we have a test also for E. Actually, by theorem 1, E is finitely generated if
and only if N is a full column rank polynomial matrix.
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4 Controllable systems
Another class of systems with interesting properties are the controllable systems.
The notion of controllability that we will consider is not connected with a state
space realization, but is a property of the system itself. This property has been first
introduced by Willems in [151. Other notions of controllability have been introduced
also in [7, 111 and they are not always equivalent. In this section we will list various
definitions of controllability and we will show how they are connected each other.
Moreover we will see some interesting properties of controllable systems and we will
introduce the notion of controllable subsystem.
Definition 3 Let E = (E, W. B) be a linear shift-invariant system over a ring R.
Then
1. . is zero-controllable if for all w E B3, there exist k E H and w' E B such that
Wl(_ooo} = W{(-oo,0}, Wlik,+co ) = O-
2. E is symmetrically controllable if for all w { B, there exist h, k E N and
u', w" 13 such that
|Wl(_oo ol = WI(-o00oo) IV/11k,+oo) = 0°Iwf( -hi =Wj(0,o 1, wlk+o) - 0,t o- 0, W[0 ,'+0) = Wl[0,+oo).
3. . is strongly zero-controllable if there exists k E N such that for all w E 3,
there exists w' E B such that
W(_oo0001 = WI(-,0o1, Wlk,+o) = 0.
4. " is controllable if for all WI, W2 E 13, there exists k E r and w E B such that
Wl(-o,ol = lUll(-oo
. 0 1, Wtlk,+oo) = (Z-kW 2)Ilk,+oo)·
5. Y is strongly controllable if there exists k E N such that for all wl, w2 E B,
there exists w E B such that
WI(-o,01 l W11l(-oo,01 Wlk,+oo) = (Z-kW2)=lk,+oo)
It can be seen that strong zero-controllability and strong controllability are equiv-
alent and so they will not be distinguished. Moreover strong controllability im-
plies controllability that implies symmetric controllability that finally implies zero-










We now give the proofs of the above mentioned implications:
(i) It is trivial to show that strong controllability implies strong zero-controllability.
Suppose conversely that- the linear shift-invariant system E = (Z, W, B) is
strongly zero-controllable and let wl, w2 e B. If wz := wl - z-kw 2 E B, then
there exists w' E B such that
1(--,Ol °= 7rI(-oo,oj, Wllk,+.) = 0.
Consequently, if w := w' + z-kw2 E 5, then we have that
Wl(K-,ol = Wll(-oo,Ol, Wljk,+o) = (Z-k W2 )lk,+oo)
(ii) Trivial.
(iii) Suppose that Y is controllable and let w E B. If in the definition of controlla-
bility we take wl := w and w2 := 0, then we have that there exist k E N and
w' E B such that
Wlf(-oo, = Wll(-0,Oj = ?VI(-o,ol, W/(k,+) - (z-kW2 )1(k,+oo) = 0.
On the other hand, if in the definition of controllability we take wl := 0 and
w2 := w, then we have that there exist k E N and w E3 B such that
WlJo,+oo) = 0, Wllk,+oo) = (Z-k Wl)lk,+) = (Z W)l[k,+oo)
and so by the shift-invariance we have that w" := zk2 D E B and
WI(-.oo.kl = - Wl[O,+oo) = Wl[o,+oo)
(iv) Trivial
Note that both controllabilities are the original definitions given by Willems in
[15], while strong zero-controllability and zero-controllability have been introduced
by Forney and Trott in [71. The symmetric version of zero-controllability, that could
be called zero-reachability, can be introduced and connected with the other notions
of controllabilities in a obvious way. In the following proposition we show that
if R is Noetherian, then zero-controllability, symmetric controllability and strong
controllability coincide. If moreover the system is strongly complete, then all the
controllabilities are equivalent.
Proposition 5 Let E = (Z, W, B3) be a linear shift-invariant system over a ring R.
Then
1. If R is Noetherian, then E is symmetric controllable if and only if E is strongly
controllable.
2. If R is Noetherian and E is strongly complete, the all the notions of control-
lability of Z are equivalent.
Proof Suppose that E is symmetric controllable. Let / is the set of trajectories
in B with finite support. Note that /B is a Noetherian module over R[z, z -' (see
problem 10 pag. 85 in [1]). Let wl, ... , wn a set of generators for / and suppose that
their supports are included in [-N, Nj. Take now a w E B. We want to show that
there exists w' e B such that w'(_W., ( = wl(w, ol and Wl12N,+.) = 0. By symmetric
controllability it is easy to see that there exists ib E 13 and wl, w2 E B such that
wll(-oo,Ol = 0, W2110,+o) = 0 and w = 7b + WI + w2. Then
n n n n
ib = Z aijziwj = E aijziwj + E E aijziwj + E E aijiwj,
j=l j=l lil/leN j=l i<-N j=l i>N
where aij E R. If we let
'= E E aijziwj E B,
j=1 lil<N
w' := W1 + E E aijziwj E B
j=l i>N
and
wl := wl + aijz'wj 5,
j-=1 i<-N
then we have that wl( l = O, w2lo,+oo) = 0 and w = i' + Wj + w. Define finally
w' := i' + w = - w. Then it is easy to verify that w'(_..l = W1(-_o,Ol and
'W' = 0.
w[2N,+o ) = 
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In order to prove the second assertion it is sufficient to show that if E is zero-
controllable, then it is strongly controllable. Suppose that E is zero-controllable and
let for all n E N
Mn := {WiliL,01: w E B, WIln,+oo) = 0}.
Then we have that M 1 C M 2 C M 3 C_ ... and so, since R is Noetherian, there
exists N E N such that MN = MN+1 = MN+2 = '-.' Take now any w E B. Then,
since E is zero-controllable then wI[-L,01 E Mn for some n and so WIl-L,ol E MN.
Therefore any trajectory in B can be controlled to zero in at most N steps and so,
by L-completeness, E is strongly controllable. ·
In the following example we show that for systems that are not strongly complete,
controllability does not imply strong controllability.
Example Let R = Z and E = (Z, R, B), where
1':= {pw : p E R[z, z-1)}
and where w is any irrational trajectory in RZ (i.e. a trajectory such that pw has
infinite support, for every polynomial p E R[z, z-]) such that wl(O,+ao) = 0. It is
clear that E is a linear shift-invariant zero-controllable system. However it is not
difficult to verify that it-is not symmetrically controllable, since the only trajectories
in B with finite support is the zero trajectory.
Suppose now that R is a domain and W = Rq for some q E N. It is easy to see
that all the controllability properties of E are inherited by both its field extension
system Se and by its complete field extension system C. The converse is not true
even if R is Noetherian domain as shown by the following example. Therefore a
version of theorem 1 for the controllability properties does not hold true.
Example Let R = Z and E = (Z,, , B), where
B := {w E ZZ : 2w(t + 1) - 3w(t) is a multiple of 5} = {w E Z : (2z - 3)w E (5 )z},
where (5) is the ideal in Z of the integers that are multiple of 5 and (5 )z is the set
of sequences whose elements are in (5). It is clear that E is a linear shift-invariant
strongly complete system over the ring Z. It is not difficult to verify that
wEB X ez { ( w(t) = 9tw(0) +5v(t)
w(t) = 4tw(0) +5v(t).
Consequently E is not zero-controllable, while it is easy to see that Be = {( E QZ:
3n E Z, nv E B3 and Bc = QZ and so both of them are strongly controllable.
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5 Image representation for controllable systems
As shown in [151 for linear shift-invariant complete and controllable systems over
fields there exists a useful representation that is called image representation. Ac-
cording this representation, we have that the behaviour coincides with the image of
a suitable linear operator that is called shift operator. We will see now that this
kind of representation holds true also for systems over Noetherian rings.
Let V and W be two finitely generated modules over R and let Hom(V, W) be
the set of all the R-homomorphisms from V to W. In the usual way we can define
the set Hom(V, W)[z, z - ' of all polynomials with coefficients in Hom(V, W). This
is not a ring but only an R[z, z-'1-module. Given an M E Hom(V, W)[z, z-' ]
L
M = Aizi ,
i=l
where JMi e Hom(V, W), we can associate an R[z, z-']-homomorphism IM from Vz
to Wz in the following way:
If v E VZ, then for all t E Z we define
L
XIM(v)(t) := E Miv(t + i).
i=l
The homomorphisms defined in this way are called shift operators.
The family of shift operators can be characterized in terms of continuity w.r.
to a suitable topology defined on the signal spaces. More precisely consider the
discrete topology on V and W and the product topology on the signal spaces Vz
and WZ. Such a topology is called pointwise convergence topology since a sequence
{wn}"=l C WZ converges to w E Wz if and only if the sequence {wn,(t)}= 1I C W
converges to w(t) E W in the discrete topology for all t e Z and so if and only if
w,(t) is eventually equal to w(t) for all t E 2.
It is not difficult to prove that closed subsets of Wz corresponds to complete
behaviours. Note moreover that Wz with this topology satisfies the first axiom of
countability (see 18, pag. 92]) and therefore (see [3, pag. 218]) a subset B of Wz is
closed if and only if the fact that {wn,)l _ C 13 converges to w E Wz implies that
w E B. Moreover a map 1 : Vz - Wz is continuous if and only if for every sequence
{w,}=l C VZ converging to w we have that {4>(wn)}1=I C W, converges to -(w).
Now we can give the characterization of the shift operators in terms of continuity
w.r. to the pointwise topology.
Proposition 6 Let q) be an operator from Vz to Wz and consider in Vz and W z
the pointwise convergence topology. Then ·4 is a continuous R[z, z- 11-homomorphism
from Vz to Wz if and only if 1i is a shift operator.
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Proof Suppose that 41 is continuous. Consider for all v E V the signal 6, E Vz
such that 6v(0) = v and 5v(t) = 0 for all t f 0. Since the sequence {z'nSv}°=l
converges to zero, then, by continuity, the sequence {zx=( ()}~=l converges to zero.
Analogously, since the sequence {z- },°°=_l converges to zero, then the sequence
{Z-n~(6O)} =l converges to zero. We can argue that I)(6v) has finite support. Since
4D is an R-homomorphism, then for all i E Z there exists Ali E Hom(V, W) such
that 4(6S)(i) = Miv for all v E V. Consider the polynomial M := -Mizi in
Hom(V, W)[z, z-1].
We want to show that 4 coincides with the shift operator TAM and consequently
we have to show that for all v E (Rl)z we have that (4(v) = 'IM(v). If v has finite
support, then this is true. For any v E (RL)z consider the sequence {vn}n= l defined
as follows:
Vn-lln,nr] = V[-_n,nJ, Vnl(-oo,-n) = 0 and Vn(n,+oo) = 0.
It is clear that {v,} converges-to v and so, by continuity of 4, {-((v,)} converges to
· (v). On the other hand, since v, has finite support, then 4(v,) = IM(v,) and so,
for every t E Z, there exists-N E N such that for all n > N we have VM(Vn)(t) =
b(v)(t). It is clear that, if n is big enough, then IM(vn)(t) = 'M(v)(t).
Conversely it is easy to see that 'AM, where M E Hom(V, W)[z, z-1 ], is a continuous
Rlz, z - 1'] homomorphism from Vz to WZ. Suppose that the sequence {vn}n=i C
(Rl)z converges to v. Actually, we have that
L
IM(Vn)Xt) = E Mivn(t + i)
i=l
and so, since there exists N E N such that for all n > N we have v,(t + i) =
v(t - i), Vi = 1, + 1,..., L, then for all n > N we have
L L
M(Vn)(t) = Min(t + i) = Mv(t + i) = M(v)(t).
i=L i=l
Consequently the sequence {QM(Vn)}=l C (R')z converges to PM(v) and we have
the continuity of TM. ·
As shown by Willems, complete controllable linear shift-invariant systems over
fields admit an image representation. More precisely, it can be shown that the be-
haviour of a controllable system coincides with the image of a suitable shift operator.
From the coding theory point of view, the shift operator can be seen as the encoder,
i.e. the algorithm that maps the signal in the corresponding coword. An analo-
gous result holds true for systems over Noetherian rings as shown in the following
theorem.
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Theorem 2 Let R be a Noetherian ring and let E = (Z, W. B) be a linear shift-
invariant complete system. Then E is strongly controllable if and only if 13 = im A1 M
for some shift operator AM from V z to W z , where V is a suitable finitely generated
R-module.
Proof It is trivial to prove that if B = im APM, then Z is strongly controllable.
Suppose conversely that Z is strongly controllable. Then there exists k E N such
that for all w E 5, there exists w' E 3 such that
W (-oo,0 1 = WU(-oo,01, W{lk,+o) = 0.
Let
B[o,k) := (w E : w(t) = 0, Vt [10, k)}.
Since R is Noetherian, then Blo,k) is finitely generated. Let ul,..., ul be a family of
generators. Fix V := R' and let el,..., el be the canonical basis in R'. Let moreover
Mt be the unique homomorphism in Hom(R', W) such that for all i = 1,..., I we




as an element in Hom(R l, W)[z, z-1]. We want to show that B = im AyM.
Let w E im TM. Then w = TIM(v) for some v E (R')z . Let vh E (R') z be defined
as follows:
(t' ) {v(t) if Itl < h
it) = . ; f0 otherwise.
It is clear that, since the support of M is included in (-k, O, then we have that
Wh := IM(Vh) coincides with w in the interval [-h + k, hi. Since wh B3 and since
, is complete, then we have w E B.
Let w E B. First we show that w = wp + wf, where wp,,wf E B and wp(t) = 0
for all t > k and wf(t) = 0 for all t < 0. Actually, by strong controllability, there
exists wp E B such that wpl(_oo,oj = wl(_o,l W, wpll[k,+) = 0 and so, if we define
wf := w - wp we have that wp, wf satisfy the conditions we required. We want to
show now that wp, wf E im "'M- Consider the sequence Wo, wl,W2,... such that
wi{(-oo,il = 0 constructed recursively in the following way:
Let wo := wf . If we suppose we have found wi such that wil(-OO,iJ = 0, then, by
strong controllability, there exists Hbi such that tbil(_1 o, +ll = Wil(_oo,i+ll, Wiilk+i+l,+oo)
= 0. Define wi+l := wi- wbi. It is clear that wi+ll(-oo.i+ll = 0. Moreover
Zi+lbi E BO0,k) and so
zi+lwi = E ai+l,juj
j=1
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Consequently we have that
/ I ai+l
(zi+zi)(t) = ai+lj uj(t) = E a·i+liMtej = M-tj=1 j=l
and so iti = 'M(aj+l) where aj+l E (RI)z such that
f [ I ift=i+ I
aj+l(t) := if t=i+
I ai+ l,
0 otherwise
Therefore, if vi := = aj+l, then wf -wi = mM(vi). We have that wi converges to
zero and so 'M(vi) converges to w f . It is clear that also the sequence vi converges to
a limit signal that we call vf, and, by continuity of IM we have that wf = TM(Vf)
and-so wf E im AM. In a similar way it can be shown that wp, im TM and so also
w = wf wp E im TM. ·
The following corollary follows immediately from the previous theorem and from
proposition 5.
Corollary 1 Let R be a Noetherian ring and let E = (Z, W, B) be a linear shift-
invariant strongly complete system. Then E is zero-controllable if and only if B =
im AM for some shift operator M- from Vz to WZ, where V is a suitable finitely
generated R-module.
If Y = (Z, W, B) is complete and strongly controllable, then B is the image of
a shift operator 'M from Vz to WZ. From the coding theory point of view, the
behaviour B is seen as the code and so the map AM can be seen as an encoder. It
is clear that if we want that AM represents really an encoder, this map should be
one to one. It is not true in general that the behaviour of complete and strongly
controllable system coincides with the image of an one to one map shift operator
'M. Actually, in this case the R[z,z - 1] module B would be homomorphic to Vz
and this is not always possible. Some aditional requirements stronger than strong
controllability are necessary (see [9, 5]).
As shown in the proof of the previous theorem it is possible to choose V = Rl
for some I E N. In this case the shift operators can be described in a slightly more
concrete way. Actually, if we fix a set of generators wl,...,1 q for W, then there
exists a canonical way to associate to a homomorphism in Hom(R l, W) a matrix
in Rl Xq and so Hom(Rl,W)[z,z -1 ] and R[z,z-1]IX q can be considered isomorphic
R[z, z-'1-modules. More concretely we can associate to a matrix M E R[z, z-l]q x l,
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an operator qM from (RI)z to Wz in the following way:
If M = [mij] and v = (vl,..., v) T E (R)Z , then for all t E Z we define
' M(V)(t) := Ul(t)+l + + Uq(t)Wq,
where ul are signals in Rz so defined ui := -El mijvj. Note that vj E Rz and that
mijvj is well defined. In this way for every t E Z we have that
L
iMM(v)(t) = Z Miv(t + i). (2)
i=l
6 Controllable subsystems
Given a linear shift-invariant system E = (Z, W, B), it is possible to define the
concept of zero-controllable subsystem Ec = (E, W, B3,) as the biggest linear shift-
invariant zero-controllable subsystem of E. More precisely Ec = (Z, W, Bc) is the
zero-controllable subsystem of E if
1. B C 3.
2. EC = (2, W, BS) is a linear shift-invariant zero-controllable system.
3. For any linear shift-invariant zero-controllable system E' = (2, W, B'), such
that B' C_ B, we have that B' C Be.
The existence of a system with these properties is provided by the observation that
if Ei = (2, W, 31), i E I, is a family of linear shift-invariant zero-controllable systems
such that Bi 5C B, then (2, W, B), where
L3:=E 1i,
iEl
is a linear shift-invariant zero-controllable system.
In the same way we can define the symmetrically controllable subsystem E,c =
(2, W, 9,,) of a linear shift-invariant system E = (2, W, B) and in the same way we
can prove its existence. Note first that if R is Noetherian, then the symmetrically
controllable subsystem is strongly controllable and so it is the biggest strongly con-
trollable subsystem of E, which does not exists in general. Note moreover that if E
is zero-controllable, then the zero-controllable subsystem Ec coincides with E and if
E is symmetrically controllable, then the symmetrically controllable subsystem EsC
coincides with E.
Given a linear shift-invariant system E = (2, W, B) we define now two interesting
subsystems that are connected with the controllable subsystems. First define the
linear shift-invariant subsystem Ep = (2, W, Bp) as follows:
Bp := {w E B: wlIk,+oo) = 0, 3k E Z}.
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Define moreover the subsystem E = (Z, W, B) of E as as the system with behaviour
B := {iv E 5B: 7i has finite support}.
The relations between these subsystems and the controllable subsystems are very
interesting when E is strongly complete as shown in the following proposition. First,
we introduce the concept of L-completion. If B is any behaviour of a linear shift-
invariant system, then we define CPL(B) as the smallest L-complete behaviour con-
taining B. More explicitly we have that
CPL(B) = {w E WZ Wlt,t+LI E Bl1t,t+LI}-
Proposition 7 Let E = (Z, W, B) be a linear shift-invariant L-complete system,
Ec = (Z, W, B3) its zero-controllable subsystem and Ec, = (Z, W, Bt3) its symmetri-
cally controllable subsystem. Then
1. B = CPL(Bp).
2-13Sc = CPL(t3).
Moreover, if R is Noetherian, then Ec = Ec.
Proof First if we show that CPL(BP) is zero-controllable, then we would argue
that B3c CPL(Bp). Actually, if w E CPL(Bp), then there exists li E Bp such that
WI[-L,OI = WI[-L,OI. Let iv- be a trajectory in Wz such that wl(-oo,0o = wl(-.o,ol and
Wl[-L,+oo) = WI[-L,+oo). By L-completeness of CPL(Bp) we have that w E CPL(Bp).
Finally if we show that BICI0,LI C Bflo,LI, then we would argue that Bc C CPL(Bc) C
CPL(Bf). Actually, suppose that w E Bc. Then there exists w' E Bc such that
Wl(_, Ll = Wl(_oo,L1 and wl[L+h,+oo) = 0. It is easy to see that w' E Bp and that
WIlo,,L = WI[O,LI'
The second part of the proof works in the same way as the previous one. First
if we show that CPL(T3) is symmetrically controllable, then we would argue that
S, D_ CPL(B). Actually, if w E CPL(B), then there exists wb E B such that
WI[-L,01 = ZblVL,01. Let w be a trajectory in Wz such that WI(-woo, l = wl(-_,,ol and
wl-.L,+oO,) = WI[-L,+oo)- By L-completeness of CPL(B) we have that w E CPL(3).
The symmetric can be shown similarly.
Finally if we show that BSCI[O,LI 5c Blo,L], then we would argue that Bsc C CPL(BsC) C
CPL(B). Actually, suppose that w E ,,c. Then there exists w' E 13sc such that
Wl(_oo,L l = W(_-o,L I and wl[L+h,+oo) = 0. Moreover there exists w" E L3sc such that
wo ,+oo) = Wlo0,+oo) and Wl"__k = 0. It is easy to see that w" E B1 and that
WIO,L = WI[O,LI.
The last part of the proof is the direct consequence of of proposition 5. U
A linear shift-invariant strongly complete system Z = (2, Fq, 3) over a field F
can be decomposed in the direct sum of a controllable subsystem and an autonomous
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subsystem. This kind of decomposition can not be directly extended to systems over
rings. In the following proposition shows what kind of extension can be done.
Proposition 8 Let R be a Noetherian ring and E = (Z, W, B) be a linear shift-
invariant strongly complete system. Let moreover Ec = (Z, W, Bc) the zero-controllable
subsystem of E. Then the module B/Bc is finitely generated over R.
Proof Suppose that E is L-complete. Note that in this case by the previous
proposition B = CP L(B) =CPL(Bp). By symmetry it is possible to show also that
Bc = CPL(Bf), where Bf := {w E B: wl(_oo, = 0, 3k E Z}. If we take m E O31[,L],
then there exists w E B such that WIIo,L ] = m. If w' E B is such that wl[,L£ = m,
then 6 := w-  ' E B3,. Actually 5110,Li = 0 and so, by L-completeness the signal
61 such that 611(-o.,ol = 61(-oo,ol and 561l(,+oo) = 0 is in B. Since 61 E 13 and
62 := 6 - 61 E Bp, then 61,62 e Bc and so 6 E Be. Consider the projection map
B4 : L[O,L1 B/B
defined as follows: if we take m E Blo0,Ll, then there exists w E B such that wl[0,LI =
m. Define 4(m) := w + B,. This is a good definition as seen above. It is easy to
see that the map ·4 is onto and so we have that B/B3 is isomorphic to Bl10,LI/ ker P
that is Noetherian. ·
The module B/Bl can be seen in a way as the behaviour of the autonomous
subsystem of E. Actually, in the hypotheses of the previous proposition we can
define the linear shift-invariant system Ea = (Z, WI, Ba) where W is the finitely
generated R-module B/Bi and where
13a := {zt: t E 2Z, WTi E B/B3}.
Obviously we have that 'a is a finitely generated and so an autonomous system. It
can be considered the autonomous subsystem even if it is not properly a subsystem
of E.
7 Finitely generated state space module and realizable
systems
In this section we will study the state space module of a linear shift-invariant system
over a Noetherian ring. The concept of state space have been introduced in the
behavioural approach by Willems in [15] in its most generality. For systems over
groups it is possible to define a canonical state space as a quotient group. We will
follow this approach.
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Definition 4 Let E = (Z, W, B3) be a linear shift-invariant system over a ring R.
Then the state space module X of E is the R-module defined as follows
X := B/(B_ + B+),
wh-ere B_ is the subset of all the trajectories w in B supported in (-oo,0) and
analogously B+ is the subset of all the trajectories w in B supported in [0, +°o).
As shown by Willems in [151 we have that the system Es = (Z, W x X, SB), with
3, = {(w,x) e (W x X)Z : w E B, x(t) := ztw + B_ + B+, Vt E Z}
constitutes a minimal state space representation (or state realization) of E in the
sense that, up to isomorphisms, it is the smallest system of that form such that
B = {w : (w, x) E BIs} and satisfying the axiom of state. Willems showed moreover
that when E is complete, then Es is 2-complete. In other words he showed that in
this case Es is completely determined by its evolution low, i.e.
(w, x) E Bs X (x(t), x(t + 1), w(t)) E M, Vt E Z
where
M = {(x(O),x(1),w(O))E X X X X W: (,w) E L3,s} =
= {(w+ _ +B+,z-w+B + B+,w(O)): w }.
In coding theory words, the evolution law fixed by the module M gives the trellis
diagram describing the code associated to the system E. Note that these consid-
erations are really useful in practice only if the state space module X is finitely
generated. In this case we say that the system E is realizable. Only when E is real-
izable, in the state space representation Es the signal alphabet W x X is a finitely
generated module and so is the module M. Consequently the evolution law can be
expressed in a constructive way. More precisely, if ml,... , ml is a set of generators
of M, then the evolution law can be expressed in the following way:
(w, x) E Bs if and only if the equation
(x(t), x(t + 1), w(t)) = alml + * + alm,
admits solutions a, ... , al E R for all t E Z.
In the following we will analyze some condition ensuring the realizability of a
linear shift-invariant system over a Noetherian ring. We start showing that strongly
complete and symmetrically controllable systems are realizable.
Proposition 9 Let R be a Noetherian ring and E = (Z, W, B) be a linear shift-
invariant system. Then the following facts hold:
1. If E is strongly complete system, then E is realizable.
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2. If E is a symmetrically controllable system, then E is realizable.
Proof Let X be the state space module of E. Suppose that E is L-complete.
Consider the the R-homomorphism
: Blio,Li ' X
defined as follows: if we take m E BIIO,LI, then there exists w 3 B such that WIlo,L1 =
m. We show that, if w' E B is such that WjIO,Li = m, then 6 := w - w E B._ + B+.
Actually 611o,LI = 0 and so, by L-completeness the signal wl such that wll(_-oo,o =
61(-oo,01 and Wll(o,+o) = 0 is in B. It is clear that wl E BS_ and w2 := 6 - wl E B+.
Therefore we can argue that if we define D(m) := w + B_ + B+, then this is a good
definition. It is easy to see that the map 4 is onto and so X B1 [O,LI/ ker 4 that is
Noetherian.
Suppose now that E is symmetrically controllable. Then it is easy to see that
B = B + B_ + B+,
where B is the set of trajectories in B with finite support. Consequently we have
that
¥X 
where X := /B//_ +B+, where L_ is the set of trajectories in B_ with finite support
and similarly B+ is the set of trajectories in B+ with finite support. Note that B is
a Noetherian module over R[z, z-']. Let wl, ... , w, a set of generators for B and
suppose that their support are included in t-N, NJ. We want to show that
{ziwj : i = -N,-N + , ...,-1, 0,1,...,N-1,N; j = 1,2,...,n}
constitutes a set of generators for X. Take w E B. Then
w= aijziwj =E E ajz t w +E E aijziwj.
j=1 j=1 Jil<N j=1 lil>N
It is clear that the second summand is in 3_ + ±+ and so we have the thesis. a
Note that in the proof of the first part of the previous proposition we need
something weaker than the strongly completeness. Actually we need only that the
system has finite memory. A linear shift-invariant system E = (Z, W, B) has finite
memory if there exists L E N such that if w E B and W[O,L) = 0, then w such that
w(-_O,Ol = 0 and W(o,+0o) = W(o,+0) is contained in B. It is not difficult to prove
that [151 a system is strongly complete if and only if it is complete and has finite
memory.
The last result we present shows that there exists a strict relation between the
realizability and the autonomous subsystem, as it has been defined in the previous
section.
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Proposition 10 Let R be a Noetherian ring and E = (Z, W, 8) be a linear shift-
invariant system. Let moreover Esc = (Z, W, 13,,) be the symmetrically controllable
subsystem of E. Then E is realizable if and only if I/B,, is finitely generated.
Proof (~=) Let X be the state space module of E. From the previous proposition
wehave that the state space module Xs := nsc/13 sc  B±, where B3- := 13_ + B+, is
Noetherian and so since B/Bsc is Noetherian, we can argue that B/B,, n B5. Con-
sequently we have that also X = B/Bt3 is Noetherian.
(~) If X = 8B/83, where 814 := 13_ + B+, is Noetherian, then Bf + lp/IB+ is
Noetherian, where Bf denotes the submodule {w E B: Wl(-_.,hl = 0, 3h E Z} and
Sp denotes the submodule {w E B: Wlik,+,o) = 0, 3k E Z}. We can argue that both
the submodules Bf/I3 f n BL and 1p/Sp n B. are Noetherian.
Let wl,... ,wn E 3f such that wil(-_,o) = 0 and wl(0),...,wn(O) is a set of gen-
erators for the R-module {w(O) E W: w E 8,. Wl(-o.o) = 0}. Then it is clear
that
Bf = B(wl) + . + 3(wn) + B+,
where 3(wi) := (pwi: p E R-z, z-1 ]}. Consider the following increasing sequence of
modules
(wi) + 1f n B3. c_ twi, zwi) + 8f n La c_ (wi, zwi, z2wi) + Bf n 1 S c_ .
where with (wi, zwi,..., z'wi) we mean the R-module generated by wi, zwi,..., Zn'i.
Since Bf/1f fn BA- is Noetherian, then there exists N E N such that
(wi, zwi, . . ., zN-lwi) + Bf n As = (wi, zwi,.. . , z" wui) + Bf n I.
and so there exist pj E R, such that
N-1
zNWi = E pj z j w W+  _,
j=1
where w_ E 3B_ and w+ E 8+. It is clear that z-i := z- Nw- has finite support
and moreover wi(O) = wi(O). If we do the same with all wi we obtain a family
wl, ..-. , E B with finite support satisfying
13 = 13(wl) + - * - + W(wn) + 5+.
In a similar way we can show that there exists a family 7lI, ... , ibm E 1 with finite
support satisfying
13p = 13(i) + + * 3(7Ub) + _.
We can argue that
3Bf + 13p = + 83±.,
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where with B we mean the set of trajectories in B with finite support. Note that B
is a finitely generated module over Riz, z-l'. Let w 1,..., w, be a set of generators
for B. It is not restrictive to suppose that their support are included in [-N, N].
We want to show that
Bf + Bp = B[-2N.2N1 + B4.,
where with Bl-2N,2NI we mean the set of trajectory in B with support in [-2N, 2N].
Actually, if w e B1 + Bp, then we have that w = ib + w- + w+, where ib E /B,
w_ i B_ and w+ E B+. Then
n n n
=i = zazwj = E aijziwj + aij zwj + aijzwj.
j=1 j=1 lil<N j=1 i<-N j=li>N
If we let
w' := + aijz'w j E B-2N,2N 2N],
j=l lil<N
wL := wT E aijziwj E B-
j=li<-N
and
vw+ := w+ 5 5 E aijziwj e B+,
j=1 i>N
then we have that w = tb' + wl + w_.
We show finally that B13 + Bp is the behaviour of a strongly controllable system.
Take w E Bt + lp. By the previous decomposition we can argue that w := z2Nw =
· ii + w_ + w+ with ib E 3B-2N,2N], w_ E B_ and w+ E B+. Then it is easy to see
that w' = z-2N(iC, + w+) is such.that that Wl(- 0 1 = Wl(-ooo and Wl4N+o) 0= .
Since Bf + Bp is strongly controllable, we have that B+- C Bf + Bp C B3 and so
B3/Bs is Noetherian. a
From the proof of the previous proposition we can obtain the complete character-
ization of the zero-controllable systems with finitely generated state space module.
Actually we show that for realizable systems all the controllability concepts coincide.
Corollary 2 Let R be a Noetherian ring and E = (Z, W, B) be a linear shift-
invariant realizable system. Then Z is zero-controllable if and only if E is strongly
controllable.
Proof (=) It is the given by proposition 9.
(=) As we have seen in the proof of the previous proposition, if the state space
module X of E is finitely generated, then 13p + Bf is strongly controllable. Finally
it is easy to verify that, if E is zero-controllable, then Bp + f = B. S
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It could be reasonable to ask whether a result similar to the Rouchaleau-Kalman-
Wyman theorem [2, 13, 121 holds true also in the behavioural approach. It is easy
to see that if E = (Z, Rq, B) is a linear shift-invariant system and Se = (2, Fq, Be)
is its field extension system, then E realizable implies Se realizable. The converse is
not true in general as shown in the following example.
Example Let E = (Z, Z, B), where B is the R[z, z- ] submodule of ZZ generated be
the trajectories Wl, W2 such that
wl(t) = { 2 if t 0
0 ift -0
and w2 is any irrational trajectory (i.e. a trajectory such that pw has infinite support,
for every polynomial p E R[z, z-i]) with w2(0) = I and w2J(-,o0o) = 0. For instance
we-can take the trajectory w2 defined below
I if t=2k k E N
0 othewise.
Consequently we have that if w E B has finite support, then w = qwl for some
q E R[z, z-1]. We show now that the state space module X = B/(3_ + 1+) of E is
not Noetherian. Consider the increasing sequence of modules
(w2) + B_ + BC (W2, ZW2) + 3_ + + C (w2, ZW2 , z 2w 2 ) + 3_ + 3+ C ...
This sequence is strictly increasing. Actually, suppose that
(w2 , ZW2 ,.. .,zN-w 2 ) + 3_ + 6+ = (W2, w2 ,... , N- 2 , N 2 ) + 3_ + 3+.
Then
N-i
ZNw 2 = > piZiw 2 + w_ + w+,
i=i
where pi E R, w_ E B3- and w+ E 63+. If we evaluate the the signals in the
previous equation in -N we obtain that 1 = (zNw 2)(-N) = w_(-N). Taking into
account that w_ has finite support, we have that w_(-N) is even and this gives a
contradiction. Therefore E is not realizable.
On the other hand it is not difficult to verify that the field extension 2e =
(Z, Q, Be) is realizable and that its state space module Xe = {0).
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